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Cognitive load theory assumes effort may only lead to comprehension if the material-
induced load leaves enough resources for learning processes. Therefore, multimedia
materials should induce as little non-relevant load as possible. Metacognition research
assumes that learners tap into their memory processes to generate a mental
representation of their comprehension to regulate learning. However, when judging
their comprehension, learners need to make inferences about actual understanding
using cues such as their experienced mental load and effort during learning.
Theoretical assumptions would assume both to affect understanding and its
metacognitive representation (metacomprehension). However, the question remains
how perceived effort and load are related to metacomprehension judgments while
learning with multimedia learning material. Additionally, it remains unclear if this varies
under different conditions of multimedia design. To better understand the relationship
between perceived mental load and effort and comprehension and metacomprehension
under different design conditions of multimedia material, we conducted a randomised
between-subjects study (N � 156) varying the design of the learning material (text-picture
integrated, split attention, active integration). Mediation analyses testing for both direct and
indirect effects of mental load and effort on metacomprehension judgments showed
various effects. Beyond indirect effects via comprehension, both mental load and effort
were directly related to metacomprehension, however, this seems to vary under different
conditions of multimedia design, at least for mental effort. As the direction of effect can only
be theoretically assumed, but was not empirically tested, follow-up research needs to
identify ways to manipulate effort and load perceptions without tinkering with
metacognitive processes directly. Despite the limitations due to the correlative design,
this research has implications for our understanding of cognitive and metacognitive
processes during learning with multimedia.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Research on multimedia learning aims at examining the influence
of differences in the design of learning materials on learning
outcomes (for an overview, see Li et al., 2019). For example, the
inclusion of signaling cues (i.e., the highlighting of learning-
relevant information or the structure of a learning material;
Schneider et al., 2018) or the segmentation of learning
materials into meaning-related sections (Rey et al., 2019) were
found to foster learning by highlighting relevant and coherent
concepts of a learning material. However, not all materials are
well designed or activate learners to build a coherent mental
model leading to huge learning differences. One major
explanation for learning differences is based on the cognitive
load theory (Sweller, 1994; Sweller et al., 2011). According to this
theory, learners experience a cognitive load when processing the
information presented in a multimedia learning material.
Cognitive load, also often referred to as mental load is, thus,
said to be task-related and reflects the cognitive resources needed
to cope with the complexity of the learning material.

Cognitive load can be distinguished into two groups of
processes: learning-relevant (productive) and learning-
irrelevant (unproductive) cognitive load processes (Kalyuga
and Singh, 2016). While productive cognitive load refers to all
cognitive processes that are needed to reach a learning goal,
unproductive cognitive load refers to all cognitive processes that
occur due to design-induced information search processes. For
example, decorative (learning-irrelevant) pictures integrated into
multimedia learning material may distract learners’ attention
away from learning-relevant information (for an overview, see
Schneider et al., 2016). When both textual and pictorial
information are learning relevant and relate to each other,
their spatial distance is of major importance for the amount of
cognitive load since spatially distant representation lead to a
learning-hindering split-attention effect (for an overview, see
Schroeder and Cenkci, 2018). In this case, the integration of
textual information into the pictorial information source is found
to enhance complex learning (i.e., the spatial contiguity principle;
Mayer and Moreno, 2003; for an overview, see Schroeder and
Cenkci, 2018) by a reduction of unproductive cognitive load
(Schroeder and Cenkci, 2020). Another possibility to foster
learning is not to reduce learning-irrelevant processes, but to
induce learning-relevant processes. Similar to a generation effect
(see Bertsch et al., 2007), asking learners to actively integrate
pictorial and symbolic sources of information in multimedia
learning material seems to support them in building coherent
mental representations and fosters learning (Bodemer et al., 2004;
Bodemer et al., 2005). Thus, within such an active-integration
procedure, learners are asked to integrate disintegrated material
assuming the load induced by the split attention is gradually
reduced by actively integrating the material. During this process it
gets gradually replaced by the additional productive cognitive
load that supports building coherent mental models. Thus,
while the load imposed is supposed to be quite high, such
“desirable difficulties” (see Bjork and Bjork, 2011) should
ultimately be beneficial for learning as has been found for
other instructions designed to induce germane cognitive

processes, for example self-explanation prompts (e.g.,
Berthold and Renkl, 2009; Renkl et al., 2009).

While the terms “mental load” and “cognitive load” are
sometimes used interchangeably, other conceptualizations
differentiate the concept. In these, cognitive load is not seen as
a unidimensional construct based on task-induced affordances,
but also includes the effort learners assign to task-processing
(Paas and van Merriënboer, 1994). As described with the above
examples, cognitive load is imposed by the demands from the
learning environment to perform a certain learning task.
However, not all learners will achieve the same learning under
the same task conditions. Learners allocate a different amount of
cognitive resources for a given task demand (i.e., their cognitive
engagement in the task). This allocation of cognitive resources is
known as mental effort (Orru and Longo, 2019). Mental effort
reflects a second dimension of possible assessment factors besides
the measurement of (task-driven) mental load and the actual
learning performance and can be described as a second indicator
for possible learning differences by addressing the human-
centered dimension of cognitive load (Scheiter et al., 2020).
Thus, mental effort refers to learners’ actually invested
cognitive resources while processing information of a learning
material (Paas and van Merriënboer, 1994).

The relationship between mental load and mental effort and
their relation to learning processes has been examined to a minor
degree. Some studies propose that mental effort and mental load
are different concepts with unique consequences for the
measurement of learning processes (e.g., Ayres and Youssef,
2008; Schmeck et al., 2015). The experienced mental load and
invested mental effort are most often measured with subjective
rating scales (e.g., Naismith et al., 2015; Anmarkrud et al., 2019).
When using such a subjective measurement, researchers assume
that learners are able to access and assess their own invested
cognitive resources and load imposed by a learning task (Paas
et al., 2008).

If insights into mental processes and resources like mental
load and mental effort are available to learners, we must assume
that these learners are also able to use this information for
metacognitive regulation purposes. While there clearly is more
to (successful) regulation than metacognitive monitoring (e.g.,
using monitoring outcomes to control learning; Schnaubert and
Bodemer, 2017), from a learner’s perspective, internal
experiences may be used to guide regulation attempts
(independent of their successfulness). Metacognitive processes
are deemed vital for understanding how learners approach and
process learning material (Schraw et al., 2006). While this may
apply for memory processes like word-pair or vocabulary
learning, this also extends to comprehending complex
expository material (Wiley et al., 2005). Not only do learners
need to plan what to study, but also divert attention towards
relevant sources and invest effort in processing and integrating
the content, for example when integrating texts and graphics
during multimedia learning (e.g., Burkett and Azevedo, 2012). To
do so, according tometacognition theories, learners monitor their
learning-related cognitive processes and outcomes (e.g., their
comprehension) and—by comparing it to standards—evaluate
the need for further studying or a change of tactics or strategies
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(e.g., Nelson and Narens, 1990; Winne and Hadwin, 1998) and
may thus actively steer their learning processes to successfully
foster learning (e.g., Thiede, 1999; Metcalfe, 2009).

Thus, monitoring learning and comprehension is a crucial
part of learning. To support learners in doing so, it is critical to
understand what affects their metacognitive monitoring
judgments, which is the evaluation of own learning, memory
and comprehension. It is widely assumed that learners have no
direct access to their memory or comprehension strength, but
that metacognitive judgments rely on cues and are inferential in
nature. Cue utilization theory (Koriat, 1997) assumes that
learners use a number of relevant cues to judge their learning
and comprehension. A crucial part of these are mnemonic cues,
that is cues relating to perceiving memory processes such as the
ease with which information is processed, encoded or retrieved
from memory (e.g., Begg et al., 1989; Benjamin et al., 1998). Such
experience-based cues inform metacognitive judgments and are
in turn influenced by intrinsic and extrinsic factors, for example,
material complexity or prior exposure (Koriat, 1997; Koriat et al.,
2008). However, as not all cues are equally diagnostic to learning
in all circumstances, their usage may result in low monitoring
accuracy (i.e., the relationship between actual comprehension and
metacomprehension), which is often found to be quite poor for
metacomprehension (Dunlosky et al., 2005; Dunlosky and Lipko,
2007). While there are various aspects of memory and cognition
learners may monitor, our research is focused on the monitoring
of own levels of comprehension. In this context,
metacomprehension is defined as the metacognitive
representation of own comprehension as a result of
metacognitive monitoring (Maki and Berry, 1984; Wiley et al.,
2005) rather than a valid understanding of own comprehension
(metacomprehension accuracy). Thus, while a lot of multimedia-
focused research focusses rather on the accuracy of metacognitive
judgments, this is a rather instructional design perspective (as it
relates it to learning outcomes from an outside perspective). From
a metacognition perspective, it is of equal importance to
understand what affects a learner’s judgment itself as this
forms the basis for self-regulatory processes (e.g., Koriat,
1997). The subjective experience and evaluation of own
learning (not their accuracy) is key in regulating behavior and
form the basis of control decisions (Nelson and Narens, 1990; Son
and Schwartz, 2002), for example regarding study time allocation
(e.g., Son and Metcalfe, 2000). While both the subjective
monitoring judgments and their accuracy ultimately contribute
to learning and are worthwhile studying, the learner-centred view
aims at understanding the learners’ experience. This is the
perspective taken within this study. From a metacognitive self-
regulation perspective, it is of vital importance to understand how
learners judge their comprehension and form
metacomprehension judgments and how this relates to
cognitive processing. From a multimedia-learning perspective,
it is important to understand how this is affected by the design of
(multimedia) learning material.

De Bruin and van Merriënboer (2017) made a first explicit
attempt to connect self-regulated learning and cognitive load
theory. While they focused on differences and similarities
between the theories, concepts and measurement rather than

the actual relationship between the specific cognitive and
metacognitive constructs in question, within their special issue,
there are some studies relating cognitive load and metacognitive
judgments empirically. For example, Schleinschok and colleagues
(2017) found a strong negative correlation between prospective
judgments-of-learning (JOLs) and cognitive load. They further
performed regression analyses finding cognitive load not
contributing to explaining test performance when JOLs were
included in the analyses. Baars and colleagues (2017), on the
other hand, assume that under various task conditions varying in
cognitive load, learners may use their invested mental effort as
cue for forming metacognitive judgments. While this hypothesis
needs empirical validation, the authors previously found strong
correlations between mental effort and metacognitive judgments,
although the impact of actual learning was not included in these
calculations (Baars et al., 2013). A current meta-analysis found a
substantial negative overall relationship between perceived
mental effort and monitoring judgments (Baars et al., 2020).
This negative relationship, however, defused for self-agent ratings
(i.e., ratings stressing the effort put willingly into learning rather
than the effort necessary to solve a task; Koriat, 2018). Thus, it can
be assumed that mental effort only negatively relates to
monitoring judgments, when it reflects a need rather than a
choice to invest effort. Our study relates to the latter
conceptualisation, as it distinguishes task-induced load and
effort invested willingly.

While cue utilization has been researched extensively within
metacognition research, multimedia research provides insights
into cognitive processes relevant for processing complex learning
material. Within cognitive load research, it is commonly assumed
that learners are able to access information about and thus validly
judge their mental load and effort (Paas et al., 2008). However,
judging own mental effort may also be viewed from a
metacognitive perspective as it entails monitoring own
cognitive processes (Scheiter et al., 2020). Thus, it seems
logical that learners may use these insights into their cognitive
processes as cues to form metacognitive judgments about their
learning; perceived mental load and effort may therefore affect
metacognitive judgments (Baars et al., 2017). Consequently, in
our study, we want to investigate if learners’ mental effort and
mental load are related tometacomprehension judgments beyond
their effect on the learner’s actual level of comprehension.

De Bruin and colleagues related cues, monitoring judgments,
and learning by cue utilization, diagnosticity of the cues for
learning, and monitoring accuracy (de Bruin et al., 2017).
Their (metacognitive) model resembles a mediation model
predicting learning or performance based on monitoring
judgments. This is in line with other studies, for example,
Schleinschok and colleagues (2017), who regressed JOLs and
cognitive load on test performance. While we understand the
reasons for predicting performance based on prospective JOLs,
when directly targeting metacomprehension, i.e., learners’mental
representation of their comprehension, learners judge their
current state of learning not their later task performance. Such
presumably subtle difference in assessment may have severe
impact on the outcome of a metacognitive judgment
(Kelemen, 2000). Thus, in our model, metacomprehension is
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following comprehension not preceding it (although it may
precede its assessment if it can be assumed that
comprehension is relatively stable and not affected by the
process of judging one’s comprehension on a
metacomprehension scale; see Section 2.3). We additionally
argue that while the value of mental load and mental effort for
predicting learning and resulting comprehension may diminish
when metacognitive judgments are involved, that does not mean
that they are not affecting the judgments themselves and the
strong intercorrelation found in Schleinschok and colleagues’
study (2017) indicates there might be more to this relationship.
To sum it up, while we are aware of the different approaches to
these relationships, we assume mental processes are not only
predictive for actual comprehension, but learners’ awareness of
these processes may be used as mnemonic cues for metacognitive
judgments as well. Thus, we assume that learning and
comprehension precedes monitoring said comprehension and
consequently, in our model, comprehension is the mediator while
metacomprehension is the criterion with (perceived) mental load
and mental effort as predictors (Figure 1).

Based on multimedia research, we assume high diagnosticity
for perceived mental effort (positive) and perceived mental load
(negative) for predicting comprehension (a paths). Additionally,
based on metacognition research, we assume a high positive
relationship between comprehension and metacomprehension
judgments (b path). While this relationship is termed
“monitoring accuracy” and can theoretically be modelled as
such, please note that within the statistical model used in our
empirical study (see Section 2), a between-subject relationship
between comprehension and metacomprehension judgments
does not reflect monitoring accuracy as it does not reflect how
individual learners monitor their cognitions and differentiate
between high or low comprehension (see Schraw, 2009 and

Schraw et al., 2013 for measures of monitoring accuracy). It
remains unclear, whether perceived mental load andmental effort
are predictive for metacomprehension judgments (c paths) and
especially whether they thus affect metacomprehension
judgments beyond their actual effects on comprehension (c’
paths). Based on de Bruin’s model (de Bruin et al., 2017),
these paths are termed “cue utilization” describing a
theoretical relationship between those concepts. Considering
the above discussed literature (e.g., Koriat, 2018; Baars et al.,
2020) as well as the above assumed relationships (a and b paths),
we assume (perceived) mental effort to be rather positively and
(perceived) mental load to be negatively related to
metacomprehension judgments. The positive relationship of
mental effort hereby refers to a conceptualization of effort that
includes elements of self-agency and thus a choice to invest effort
rather than a need to invest.

We know from multimedia and cognitive load theory and
research that while load and effort contribute to comprehension,
their value for judging comprehension depends strongly on the
target processes involved and if they ultimately are relevant or not
relevant for learning and comprehension. As described above,
within multimedia learning, this may strongly depend on the
design of the learning material. For example, learning-irrelevant
load may be induced by a split attention format whereby an active
integration format may induce load positively related to learning.
This begs the question if learners—who may use mnemonic cues
like the perceived mental load put upon them by the learning
material and the effort applied to process the content to judge
their comprehension (Baars et al., 2017)—are aware whether the
processes conducted are directly related to learning or not. Thus,
we further want to know if these mechanisms apply to different
design versions of multimedia material similarly or if designs that
evoke unproductive load (like a split attention format) or

FIGURE 1 | Assumed mediation model.
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additional productive learning processes (like active integration)
or reduce load (like an integrated material) have differential
effects. For example, the ease with which integrated material
may be processed may lead to learners judging their
comprehension to be quite high while processing that requires
more effort may be judged as less understood (ease-of-processing
hypothesis; Undorf and Erdfelder, 2011). While this may be
reasonable when the load imposed is based on unfortunate
design of the multimedia material (e.g., split attention format),
this may not hold true while actively integrating material, which
may induce a high load, but may ultimately be rewarding
(comparable to desirable difficulties, Bjork and Bjork, 2011).
Thus, the actual diagnosticity of (perceived) mental load and
effort for comprehension may vary under various load-inducing
conditions and it remains unclear, if cue utilization differs
accordingly. Thus, we will use a variety of different design
mechanisms to find out if the relationship between mental
load or effort and metacomprehension differs for these
conditions and if—by affecting diagnosticity—they may
hamper the relationship between comprehension and
metacomprehension judgments. Thus, although effects on
mental load and mental effort caused by the multimedia
design are assumed, the main target of the paper is not to
assess the effect of multimedia design on mental load or effort
as this has been done extensively in the past (e.g., Xie et al., 2017;
Mutle-Bayraktar et al., 2019), but to investigate if the multimedia
design and its potential effects on the relationship between load,
effort and learning effectiveness (i.e., comprehension) affect
metacomprehension judgments and their relationship with
mental load or effort as well. Consequently, the study aims to
investigate if a potential direct and indirect relationship between
perceived load and effort and metacomprehension judgments
differs between conditions of multimedia design.

Taken together, we assume that overall, (perceived) mental
effort is positively related to metacomprehension judgments
(hypothesis 1) while (perceived) mental load is negatively
related to metacomprehension judgments (hypothesis 2). With
regard to the precise relationship and also the effect of
multimedia design, our research questions are: 1) Is learners’
perceived mental effort and load related to learners’ judgments of
comprehension (beyond actual effects on comprehension), and 2)
does this vary under different load-imposing multimedia
conditions (i.e., split attention, integrated, active integration
condition)? While in line with Baars and colleagues (2017) we
assume learners to use mental effort and load as cues for their
metacognitive judgments, please be advised that intentional cue
usage is not in the focus of our research, but the relationship
between the constructs.

While the research basis with regard to the effect of the
multimedia design on metacomprehension judgments (vs.
metacomprehension accuracy) is too scarce to form explicit
hypotheses and we thus chose a more exploratory approach to
that respect, some effects seem more likely than others. For
example, based on research on generative activities and its
relation to monitoring accuracy (e.g., Prinz et al., 2020; van
Gog et al., 2020), it may be assumed that effort and load
within active integration affect metacomprehension judgments

rather indirectly via comprehension rather than directly (without
relating to comprehension). With regard to split attention, one
may assume that a possible effort-metacomprehension-
relationship may not be mediated by comprehension as the
effort-comprehension relationship may be hampered by
investing effort in overcoming the split-attention rather than
germane learning activities (e.g., Beege and Colleagues, 2019).
However, as the research basis for these assumptions is not yet
solid enough to form distinct hypotheses (apart from the
direction of the general relationship between perceived mental
load or effort and metacomprehension judgments), we chose a
more exploratory approach to take a first step towards
understanding how (perceived) mental load and mental effort
are related to metacognitive monitoring of learning under varying
conditions of multimedia design.

While our study focusses on assumptions about the
relationship between mental effort, mental load,
comprehension, and metacomprehension under varying
conditions of multimedia design, we further assume to
replicate effects frequently found in multimedia research.
Based on the literature on multimedia learning, we assume the
multimedia design to affect comprehension with a split attention
format rather hampering learning (unnecessary effort needs to be
invested into integrating text and graphics; e.g., Schroeder and
Cenkci, 2018) and active integration rather fostering learning
(generative activity; e.g., Bodemer et al., 2004). Further, we
assume multimedia design to affect especially mental load,
with the potentially load inducing conditions (split attention
and active integration) resulting in higher perceived mental
load (e.g., Schroeder and Cenkci, 2020). However, as these
issues are not in the focus of the study, we did not include
them in the formal hypotheses.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study (study-ID: psychmeth_2019_MMMC_66) was
conducted November 2019 to December 2019 at the
University of Duisburg-Essen and approved by the local ethics
committee (ethics votum-ID: 1910PFYE114). It was not officially
pre-registered.

2.1 Sample
The sample consisted of 156 university students, most of them
(145) studying applied cognitive and media science or loosely
related subjects (seven psychology, one applied informatics, one
engineering, one applied language science, one did not provide a
course of study). They had a mean age of 21.00 years (SD � 3.35).
Most of them (121) identified as female, 34 as male, and one as
non-binary. Altogether, the sample can be described as quite
homogeneous: predominantly females in their early 20 s studying
applied cognitive and media science at a German university. The
participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions
with a different multimedia design (see Section 2.2): integrated
format (n � 51), split attention format (n � 52) and active
integration format (n � 53). Due to an assignment error, not
all pre-test data to describe sample characteristics could be
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confidently traced back, but a rigorously cleaned minimal dataset
with 137 participants showed a medium interest in the topic of
information transmission within the nervous system (M � 4.09,
SD � 1.59 on a scale from 1 � “very low” to 7 � “very high”) and
rather low self-assessed prior knowledge on the nervous system
(M � 3.09, SD � 1.37 on a scale from 1 � “very poor” to 7 � “very
well”) and ability to explain the difference between a excited und
inhibited synapse (M � 2.47, SD � 1.52 on a scale from 1 � “very
poor” to 7 � “very well”).

2.2 Design
Within this study, we assessed all variables (predictors, mediator,
criterion) throughout the sample. Additionally, we randomly
assigned each participant to one of three multimedia design
conditions. The experimentally varied factor (design of the
multimedia learning material) thus had three factor levels
varying the design of the learning material to induce various
types of cognitive load. On level one (integrated format), the
material, consisting of text and picture, was presented in an
integrated format with textual annotations attached to the
pictorial content to decrease cognitive load. On level two, the
text was presented below the picture with numerical indicators of
what each text described (split attention format) to induce search
processes irrelevant for learning. On level three, the text and
picture were presented like in level two, but without the numbers
indicating where each text belonged and learners could drag and
drop the text blocks into blanks within the picture, thereby
actively generating an integrated format (active integration
format). For more details see Section 2.4.

2.3 Procedure
The study took place in research laboratories that seated up to
three participants simultaneously. After welcoming, participants
were seated on a computer screen each with a 24″ monitor. The
setup was identical for all participants. After an introduction into
the study and giving informed consent, participants received a
short pre-study questionnaire assessing rough indicators of self-
assessed prior knowledge and topic-specific interest (see
Section 2.1).

Afterwards, participants received multimedia learning
material on stimulus transduction at a synapse (text and
graphic) from Florax and Plötzner (2010). It was presented in
an integrated format and explained basic functions and processes
of synaptic transduction (see Section 2.4). Participants had
4 minutes to familiarise themselves with the process.
Afterwards they were redirected to their respective learning

material according to condition. The learning material was
identical except for the integration of the material (see Section
2.4) and consisted of a multimedia representation of an inactive,
excited and inhibited synapse. Learners had 7 minutes to study
the information before they were redirected to another
questionnaire page.

For questionnaires, they first filled out a short motivational
questionnaire based on Wilde and colleagues et al. (2009)
assessing interest/enjoyment, perceived competence and
pressure/tension. As the information is not relevant for the
purpose of this study, results are reported in Table 1 but not
discussed further. Afterwards, learners were asked to provide
various metacognitive judgments. They were asked how many
items they expected to answer correctly on a 30-item test. This is
consistent with a judgment-of-learning as used by Wiley and
colleagues (Wiley et al., 2008). Further and on the same
questionnaire page, they were asked to provide
metacomprehension judgments (comparable to Thiede et al.,
2003), first on the overall topic (information transmission
within the nervous system) and then separately for processes
regarding an inactive, an excited and an inhibited synapse. The
last three were later combined to assess metacomprehension (see
Section 2.5.2). As we were interested in how the learners judged
their current level of comprehension of the material rather than
how they predicted their future performance, we used the
metacomprehension judgments for our analyses. Both
measures (judgment-of-learning and metacomprehension
judgments) were highly interrelated (ρ � 0.716, p < 0.001).
Data on the judgments-of-learning are included in Table 2 for
reference, but please note that the measures (including
monitoring accuracy) only provide very rough indicators as
they are based on one prediction of a performance in an
unknown test. Thus, this data may provide background
information, but will not be considered for further analyses.
After providing metacomprehension ratings, participants were
asked to fill out the StuMMBE-Q by Krell (2015), a 12-item
instrument to assess mental effort and mental load (see Section
2.5.1). Learners were then asked to conduct a 30-item
comprehension test adapted from Beege and Colleagues
(2019). Finally, learners filled out a demographic’s
questionnaire, assessing age, gender and course of study.
Afterwards, they were thanked and were able to receive course
credit for participation. The procedure is depicted in Figure 2.

While at first glance, the procedure may seem inappropriate
for the assumed mediation model as it is widely agreed upon (and
usually a good strategy) that in mediation and regression

TABLE 1 | Motivational questionnaire: descriptive data and group differences.

Variable Active
integration

Split attention Integrated Cronbach Welch test

(n = 53) (n = 52) (n = 51) α F df1/df2 p

M SD M SD M SD

Interest/Enjoyment 3.92 1.36 3.79 1.46 3.46 1.53 0.910 1.34 2/101.45 0.266
Perceived competence 3.60 1.35 3.49 1.40 3.77 1.32 0.917 0.57 2/101.93 0.566
Pressure/Tension 3.77 1.50 4.05 1.53 3.89 1.49 0.802 0.46 2/101.95 0.633
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analyses, predictors should be assessed prior to mediators and
criterion variables, we chose to change the order of assessment.
This has various reasons. First, the order of assessment is rather
less relevant to theoretical assumptions as overtly sometimes
implied, but it is the actual order of occurrence of the true
processes that matter. While assessing predictors before a
criterion (or mediator) ensures the order of assessment
matches the order of occurrence, more stable predictors not
fazed by timely changes do not need to be assessed prior to a
criterion variable if it can be validly argued that they preceded the
criterion. While we not necessarily expect comprehension or
(self-assessed) mental load or effort to be stable over a longer
period of time, no relevant learning and rehearsal processes will
take place after the learning phase and especially comprehension
should thus be relatively stable for the short amount of time it
takes to fill out a few short metacomprehension questions.
Second, some variables are much more susceptible to influence
than others and the order of assessment may severely affect
results and mask true relationships between constructs. While
asking for metacognitive judgments may act as metacognitive
prompts during or before learning (e.g., Schnaubert and
Bodemer, 2017), these are unlikely to affect either mental load
or mental effort (or their assessment) or comprehension when
there is no further study phase. On the other hand,
metacomprehension judgments are assumed to be highly
susceptible to assessing other variables. For example, testing

for comprehension may severely alter metacognitive judgments
as learners may use their experience during testing as indicators
for their actual comprehension (e.g., Maki, 1998). If testing is just
a means to an end (to assess comprehension) rather than part of
the studied scenario, assessing metacomprehension after
conducting a comprehension test would have blurred all prior
existing connections. Similarly, the assessment of mental effort or
mental load may impact metacognitive judgments. As we assume
those to be used as indicators during learning, assessing them
before metacomprehension might act as a self-fulfilling prophecy
with no meaning for real-life processes. Thus, we opted to assess
the criterion before the predictors and mediator.

2.4 Learning Material and Independent
Variable
The learning material consisted of two webpages. On the first
webpage, an introduction to the learning topic “Functioning of a
synapse” was given. This introduction consisted of definitions
and explanations of the nervous system and its components
obtained from Florax and Plötzner (2010). The second
webpage included a graphic of a synapse with three segments.
This graphic was also obtained from Florax and Plötzner (2010).
The second webpage was prepared with three different versions of
the graphic. The first version of the graphic showed a synapse that
explained the processes at a non-active synapse, the processes at

TABLE 2 | Judgments-of-learning: descriptive data and group differences.

Variable Active integration Split attention Integrated Welch test

(n = 51a) (n = 48a) (n = 46a) F df1/df2 p

M SD M SD M SD

Judgment of learning 11.8 6.29 13.5 6.13 14.7 7.03 2.39 2/93.5 0.097
absolute accuracyb 4.55 3.43 3.89 3.69 4.76 3.43 0.76 2/94.1 0.470
biasc 1.14 5.62 1.41 5.19 1.37 5.75 0.03 2/94.0 0.966

an differs due to missing or illogical answers (i.e., answers > 30).
bAbsolute distance between judgment and test performance.
cPositive values indicate overestimation of performance (negative values underestimation).

FIGURE 2 | Procedure.
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an excited synapse, and the processes at an inhibited synapse.
Overall, 21 synaptic sub-processes were displayed within the
graphic, and every subprocess had an associated text label. In
this version of the graphic, all verbal explanations of processes
were displayed in rectangular boxes close to the place that stands
for the process in the graphic. This version of the graphic is
further called “Integrated format”. A second version of the
graphic showed the same graphic but the verbal explanations
were exchanged by numbers. Then, under the graphic, all the
(numbered) explanations were listed one by one. This version is
further called “Split-Attention format”. The third version of the
graphic was designed similar to the graphic in the first version. In
contrast, the verbal explanation boxes did not contain any
information but a white box. Similar to the second version,
under the graphic, all the explanations were listed one by one.
In contrast to the second version, learners were able to drag the
verbal explanations to the appropriate boxes. All boxes were
programmed to accept the placement of correct explanations only
so that learners did not combine an explanation box with a false
box place. When learners dragged an explanation onto an
incorrect place, the explanation automatically returned to the
list under the graphic. This third interactive version of the graphic
is further called “Active Integration format”. In all versions of the
second webpage, a timer was integrated. This timer was set to
7 minutes in order to regulate the learning time of students. After
this timer expired, learners were directed to the next webpage.

2.5 Dependent Variables
2.5.1 Mental Load and Mental Effort
Mental load and mental effort were measured with the
StuMMBE-Q, a questionnaire developed by Krell (2015), Krell
(2017). The questionnaire consists of 12 items. Six items assessed
mental load (Cronbach’s α � 0.839; e.g., “The contents of the tasks
were complicated”). Another six items assessed mental effort
(Cronbach’s α � 0.780; e.g., “I have given my best to complete the
tasks”). Please note that the items for mental effort include asking
participants to judge whether they tried hard to solve the task, and
the measure thus contains elements of self-agency which is a
somewhat different conceptualization than the one-item scale by
Paas (1992). Students had to rate these items using a 7-point
equidistant response format as within the original
conceptualization ranging from “not at all” to “totally”. While
we are aware of the research indicating a 3-point format may ease
distinction between categories (Krell, 2015), for the models
assumed we feared a 3-point scale may not be adequately used
to assume more than ordinal level of information (Leppink, et al.,
2013). We used mean answers as estimates for (perceived) mental
load and mental effort. Intercorrelation between both scales was
low and non-significant (r � −0.028, p � 0.730).

2.5.2 Metacomprehension
In line with a method used by Thiede and colleagues (e.g., Thiede
et al., 2003) and based on previous work by Glenberg and Epstein
(1985), metacomprehension was measured by asking learners to
rate their understanding of the learning content using a 7-point
equidistant response format from “very poorly” (1) to “very well”
(7). We asked them separately for their understanding with

regard to the processes on an inactive, an excited and an
inhibited synapse and used their mean
metacomprehensionrating as indicator for the level of
metacomprehension. Cronbach’s α was at 0.909.

2.5.3 Comprehension
Comprehension was measured with 30 multiple-choice questions
(Cronbach’s α � 0.739) adapted from Beege and Colleagues
(2019). These questions were 5-answer single-choice questions
with “I don’t know” as one option. Some questions contained
verbal answer options, some graphical answer options, some a
combination of both. In order to answer these questions,
participants needed to remember and understand the verbal
explanations and the processes displayed in the graphic. If
participants marked the correct answer of one question, one
point was given. We used the number of correctly answered
questions as estimator for comprehension. Overall, learners could
achieve a maximum of 30 points.

2.6 Statistical Models
To answer our research questions, we conducted a number of
mediation models with (perceived) mental load and mental effort
as predictors, comprehension as the mediator and
metacomprehension as criterion (all standardised; Figure 1).
We used the jamovi 1.1.9.0 JAMM package and 10,000
percentile bootstrapping and 95% CI to estimate beta. We first
used all data for an overall model and then computed one model
for each multimedia condition. α was set at 5%.

3 RESULTS

Before we report the model results, we report relevant descriptive
statistics and the results of testing for differences in the variables
between the conditions.

3.1 Descriptive Statistics and Group
Differences
Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for the relevant variables
by condition. We can see that—in contrast to prior assumptions
assuming active integration fosters comprehension—students in
the active integration condition performed worst at the
comprehension test and accordingly also judged their
comprehension lowest.

We conducted Welch’s ANOVA to test for differences
between the groups in terms of (perceived) mental effort,
(perceived) mental load, comprehension or
metacomprehension (cf. Table 3). We found mental effort and
mental load not to differ significantly. Thus, although the
conditions were meant to induce various levels of cognitive
load, the overall level did not differ. However, this was not the
case for comprehension [F (2,101) � 5.75, p � 0.004] or
metacomprehension [F (2,101) � 3.19, p � 0.045]. Games
Howell post-hoc test confirmed a difference between the
learners working with the active integration material and those
using integrated material [t (98.1) � 3.24, p � 0.005] for
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comprehension with learners with the active integration material
scoring significantly worse in the comprehension test, but not
between learners working with the active integration material and
those learning with split-attention material or between those with
split-attention and integrated material. For metacomprehension,
the picture was similar. Again, learners with the active integration
material had significantly lower ratings than learners with
integrated material [t (99.7) � 2.53, p � 0.034], but not than
learners with split attentionmaterial and the latter groups did also
not differ. See Table 4 for the full results of the post-hoc tests.

We further conducted correlation analyses (cf. Table 5 for full
results). As expected, comprehension and metacomprehension
showed a rather high correlation (r � 0.571). Mental effort (r �
0.260) and mental load (r � −0.291) rather weakly correlated with
comprehension. They did not correlate with each other
significantly (r � −0.028). Metacomprehension, however,
showed a rather weak correlation with mental effort (r �
0.267) but a considerably stronger, albeit negative, association
with mental load (r � −0.512).

As the active integration condition was not informationally
equivalent to the other conditions due to the missing link between
text boxes and correct placements, we additionally checked how
many of the students managed to correctly connect textual and
pictorial information. Results showed that by the end of the
learning phase, 39 (74%) participants had correctly placed at least

20 text boxes in the respective fields (meaning all assignments
were ascertained), 11 (21%) had not, and 3 (6%) could not be
confidently analysed due to a logging failure.

3.2 Mediation Analyses
The mediation analyses were conducted using jamovi’s JAMM
package. We used z-standardised variables and used 10,000
percentile bootstrapping to estimate beta-coefficients.

3.2.1 Mediation Model (all Conditions)
To assess if and how perceived mental effort and load affected
metacomprehension judgments (beyond their actual effects
on comprehension), we first computed one mediation model
over all conditions, disregarding possible differences. We
found all paths to be highly significant and both direct and
indirect effects of mental effort (positive) and mental load
(negative) on metacomprehension (Table 6 and Figure 3).
While the indirect effects of effort and load seem to be
comparable in size (although not direction) due to the
comparable effects of load and effort on comprehension,
the direct effect of load seems considerably larger than the
effect of effort, indicating that learners’ metacognitive
judgments seem to be more sensitive to (perceiving)
mental load than mental effort. In general, perceived
mental effort affected metacomprehension positively (β �

TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics by experimental condition and group differences.

Variable Active integration Split attention Integrated Group differences

(n = 53) (n = 52) (n = 51) F (2,101) p

M SD M SD M SD

Comprehension 10.47 4.07 12.50 5.06 13.29 4.79 5.75 0.004
Metacomprehension 3.82 1.27 4.09 1.27 4.50 1.43 3.19 0.045
Mental effort 4.81 1.01 5.01 0.85 4.94 0.88 0.62 0.541
Mental load 4.21 1.17 4.10 1.02 4.15 0.83 0.12 0.885

TABLE 4 | Games Howell post-hoc test for group differences.

Group comparison Comprehension Metacomprehension

t df p t df p

Active integration vs. Integrated 3.24 98.1 0.005 2.53 99.7 0.034
Active integration vs. Split attention 2.26 97.7 0.066 1.07 103.0 0.535
Integrated vs. Split attention 0.82 100.9 0.693 1.53 99.2 0.283

TABLE 5 | Intercorrelations between variables.

Comprehension Metacomprehension Mental effort

r 95% CI p r 95% CI p r 95% CI p

C — — — — — — — — —

MC 0.571 (0.455, 0.668) <0.001 — — — — — —

ME 0.260 (0.107, 0.401) 0.001 0.267 (0.114, 0.407) <0.001 — — —

ML −0.291 (−0.428, −0.140) <0.001 -0.512 (−0.620, −0.386) <0.001 −0.028 (−0.184, 0.139) 0.730

C � Comprehension; MC � Metacomprehension; ME � Mental effort; ML � Mental load.
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0.25, p < 0.001) and perceived mental load negatively (β �
−0.51, p < 0.001), thus confirming hypotheses 1 and 2.

3.2.2 Mediation Models per Condition
To see if the effects vary under different load-imposing
multimedia conditions, we then computed mediation
models for each condition separately. An overview of the
results can be seen in Figure 4 (active integration format),
Figure 5 (split attention format), and Figure 6 (integrated
format), the full results in Table 7. As can be seen, within all
conditions, there was a clear effect of comprehension on
metacomprehension (b) and although not exactly equal,
the size of the effect is roughly comparable, albeit
descriptively a bit larger for learners using integrated
material. There was also a direct negative effect of mental
load on metacomprehension (c1), descriptively larger for
learners using active integration material, even when

indirect effects were eliminated (c1’; cue utilization).
However, as mental load seems to not be very indicative of
comprehension for learners with the split attention and
integrated format (a1; diagnosticity), indirect effects of
mental load on metacomprehension via comprehension
were only confirmed for learners within the active
integration condition (partial mediation).

For mental effort, this looked somewhat different. Here,
mental effort only seems to be indicative of comprehension for
learners provided with the integrated material (a2) and thus,
the indirect effect was statistically significant only for those.
However, while the indirect effect fully explained the effect of
mental effort on metacomprehension for learners with
integrated material, learners with split attention material
showed a significant direct effect of mental effort on
metacomprehension not explained by comprehension (c2’).
Thus, even lacking diagnosticity for the latter, for learners with

TABLE 6 | Full mediation model (all conditions).

Effectsb β SE 95% CIa z p

Lower bound Upper bound

Indirect ME → C → MC (a2*b) 0.106 0.036 0.040 0.181 2.96 0.003
ML → C → MC (a1*b) −0.119 0.034 −0.189 −0.056 −3.51 <0.001

Component ME → C (path a2) 0.252 0.079 0.096 0.406 3.19 0.001
C → MC (path b) 0.421 0.064 0.296 0.546 6.59 <0.001
ML → C (path a1) −0.284 0.071 −0.416 −0.137 −3.98 <0.001

Direct ME → MC (path c2’) 0.147 0.058 0.038 0.266 2.54 0.011
ML → MC (path c1’) −0.386 0.061 −0.509 −0.267 −6.29 <0.001

Total ME → MC (path c2) 0.253 0.066 0.123 0.382 3.83 <0.001
ML → MC (path c1) −0.505 0.066 −0.635 −0.376 −7.66 <0.001

aCIs based on 10,000 percentile bootstrapping samples.
bME � (perceived) Mental Effort; ML � (perceived) Mental Load; C � Comprehension; MC � Metacomprehension.

FIGURE 3 | Mediation model full dataset (statistically significant effects in bold font).
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split attention material mental effort seems to be a relevant
factor for metacomprehension judgments. For learners with
active integration material, mental effort seems to be less
relevant.

As statistically securing smaller effects may have been
hampered by the lower power of the separate mediation
models and the described differences may not be generalised
beyond the sample, we conducted further post-hoc analyses (see
Section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Post-Hoc Comparisons of the Models
To test if the (direct) effects between mental load and effort on
metacomprehension differed significantly between the
conditions, we integrated condition as a moderator on the c’
path using 10,000 percentile bootstrapping. We contrasted all
conditions separately and used bonferroni corrected alpha-levels
(0.017) to adjust for alpha-error inflation. Results for the
moderations showed a significant moderation effect only for
the split attention versus active integration contrast (for full

FIGURE 4 | Mediation model active integration format (statistically significant effects in bold font).

FIGURE 5 | Mediation model split attention format (statistically significant effects in bold font).
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FIGURE 6 | Mediation model integrated format (statistically significant effects in bold font).

TABLE 7 | Mediation model by experimental condition.

Effectsb β SE 95% CIa z p

Lower bound Upper bound

Active integration format
Indirect ME → C → MC (a2*b) 0.110 0.070 0.010 0.279 1.56 0.119

ML → C → MC (a1*b) −0.164 0.068 −0.311 −0.043 −2.40 0.016
Component ME → C (path a2) 0.292 0.151 0.047 0.623 1.94 0.053

C → MC (path b) 0.376 0.115 0.125 0.573 3.27 0.001
ML → C (path a1) −0.436 0.114 −0.658 −0.206 −3.83 <0.001

Direct ME → MC (path c2’) 0.017 0.084 −0.176 0.162 0.20 0.842
ML → MC (path c1’) −0.457 0.132 −0.705 −0.190 −3.47 <0.001

Total ME → MC (path c2) 0.126 0.106 −0.082 0.335 1.19 0.235
ML → MC (path c1) −0.621 0.106 −0.830 −0.413 −5.84 <0.001

Split attention format
Indirect ME → C → MC (a2*b) 0.042 0.061 −0.095 0.148 0.69 0.488

ML → C → MC (a1*b) −0.100 0.056 −0.202 0.023 −1.80 0.072
Component ME → C (path a2) 0.112 0.160 −0.228 0.397 0.70 0.486

C → MC (path b) 0.376 0.090 0.191 0.549 4.19 <0.001
ML → C (path a1) −0.266 0.139 −0.488 0.058 −1.92 0.055

Direct ME → MC (path c2’) 0.379 0.092 0.212 0.576 4.12 <0.001
ML → MC (path c1’) −0.357 0.097 −0.567 −0.188 −3.69 <0.001

Total ME → MC (path c2) 0.421 0.109 0.209 0.634 3.88 <0.001
ML → MC (path c1) −0.457 0.109 −0.670 −0.244 −4.21 <0.001

Integrated format
Indirect ME → C → MC (a2*b) 0.155 0.077 0.007 0.307 2.03 0.043

ML → C → MC (a1*b) −0.081 0.070 −0.240 0.038 −1.15 0.250
Component ME → C (path a2) 0.327 0.138 0.019 0.565 2.36 0.018

C → MC (path b) 0.476 0.136 0.195 0.733 3.50 <0.001
ML → C (path a1) −0.169 0.137 −0.457 0.080 −1.24 0.214

Direct ME → MC (path c2’) 0.094 0.120 −0.122 0.348 0.78 0.437
ML → MC (path c1’) −0.408 0.096 −0.608 −0.228 −4.25 <0.001

Total ME → MC (path c2) 0.250 0.122 0.010 0.487 2.05 0.041
ML → MC (path c1) −0.488 0.122 −0.726 −0.250 −4.01 <0.001

aCIs based on 10,000 percentile bootstrapping samples.
bME � (perceived) Mental Effort; (perceived) ML � Mental load; C � Comprehension; MC � Metacomprehension.
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results Table 8) with the direct effect of mental effort on
metacomprehension being highly significant within the split
attention condition and substantially smaller and non-
significant within the active integration condition (moderation
effect: β � 0.19, z � 3.04, p � 0.002). While the integrated
conditions’ effect descriptively ranged somewhere in between
(Table 7), the difference was not statistically significant between
the integrated and any of the other conditions. There were no
significant moderation effects on the c’ path between mental load
and metacomprehension.

Please note that even thoughmental load andmental effort did
not differ significantly between our experimental conditions in
the study and the predictors showed no sign of multicollinearity,
possible influences of the conditions (moderator) on the
predictors cannot be completely discarded and the results of
the moderation models thus need to be treated with caution and
may only provide a first indicator on possible moderation effects.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Effects on Comprehension
In general, as expected, we found the relationships between
(perceived) mental effort or mental load and
metacomprehension to be positive for the former and negative
for the latter (hypotheses 1 and 2) and a positive relationship
between comprehension and metacomprehension. Comparable
to other research, mental effort and load were not related (e.g.,
Minkley et al., 2021). Although the effects of mental load and
mental effort on comprehension were not large, the relationship
for both but especially for mental load seems to be comparable to
findings in the literature (e.g., Krell, 2017; Minkley et al., 2021).
This confirms basic research on cognitive load and multimedia
learning, but also highlights the relevance of mental effort exerted
by learners as a distinct construct apart from mental load (e.g.,
Paas and van Merriënboer, 1994). Thus, it is important to
separately measure and include both when studying
(multimedia) learning. While this did not hold true for each
experimental condition separately and thus may vary under
various load-inducing designs of learning material, a lack of
statistical power may have contributed to these observed
differences.

In the two load-inducing conditions (split attention and active
integration), mental effort seems to have less effect on
comprehension (less diagnosticity) and although smaller
effects might have been statistically secured with more power
to the analyses, especially for the split attention condition, effort

seems to be rather futile. This is especially interesting as the level
of mental effort and mental load did not differ between the
condition, so all groups reported to have exerted similar effort,
but to different avail. It seems that if learning material is designed
to reduce cognitive load, the effort learners put into the learning
process shows the greatest effect, while it is less effective when
learners are asked to actively integrate the information and least
effective under a split attention format, presumably because most
of the effort exerted is wasted on processes not directly relevant
for learning (unproductive).

For mental load, the picture was different. Here, (negative)
effects on comprehension were especially strong within the active
integration condition and were smaller with the split attention
format and smallest in the integrated format. It seems that if
actively integrating text and graphics put extra load on the
learner, comprehension suffered. This is interesting, as it was
assumed that actively integrating information would rather
induce productive learning processes and successful
conduction would thus foster comprehension (cf. Bodemer
et al., 2004; Bodemer et al., 2005). However, the active
integration condition showed lower comprehension after the
learning phase (a descriptive difference which was also
statistically confirmed in comparison with the integrated
format) and it is thus possible, that due to the complexity of
the material, they never overcame the split attention format
(without proper assignment) and just did not manage to
benefit from the design. Although most participants managed
to integrate the information (at least physically), a considerable
percentage did not manage to integrate the information within
the given timeframe. This gave these learners a further
disadvantage as without correct assignments, the conditions
were not informationally equivalent.

4.2 Effects on Metacognition
As for metacomprehension, we did confirm effects of
comprehension on metacomprehension and although
somewhat stronger in the integrated format, the relationship
between comprehension and metacomprehension was in
general consistent with effects found in metacognition research
(e.g., Schleinschok et al., 2017).

However, apart from comprehension, other factors contribute
to explaining metacomprehension variance, for example mental
effort. The first important observation is that the relationship
between mental effort and metacomprehension is positive. This
would be expected assuming learners are aware of the positive
influence invested mental effort has on comprehension and
learning. However, Baars and colleagues (2013) found (strong)

TABLE 8 | Post-hoc moderation effects on direct effect (c’) on metacomprehension.

Contrast IV: Mental load IV: Mental effort

β z pa β z pa

Active integration vs. Integrated −0.085 −1.14 0.255 0.056 0.77 0.444
Integrated vs. Split attention −0.103 −1.42 0.155 −0.114 −1.58 0.114
Active integration vs. Split attention 0.037 0.50 0.616 0.190 3.04 0.002

ap is not corrected, we used adjusted alpha-levels of .017 to account for alpha-error inflation.
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negative correlations between judgments of learning and mental
effort using the one-item scale by Paas (1992). Explicitly
differentiating between mental load imposed and mental effort
invested by using the instrument by Krell (2015) may have led to a
more refined picture, shifting the focus more clearly on effort as a
voluntary activity [“I have givenmy best (. . .)”] as opposed to task
difficulty [“The tasks were easy (. . .)”]. However, this also means
that a differential view is necessary to understand how learners
form metacognitive judgments. A recent meta-analysis by Baars
et al. (2020) comes to a similar conclusion: They find that the
usually found negative relationship between metacognitive
judgment and effort vanished when considering rating scales
promoting self-agency. Thus, when effort regulation is goal-
driven, said effort may be interpreted positive, while this may
revert when it is data-driven (Koriat, 2018; de Bruin et al., 2020).
The scale by Krell (2015) used in our study arguably conceptually
aligns with a self-agent view and thus, the found relationship
seems to align with findings in literature.

Learners in the integrated format condition seem to have
(rightfully) used their mental effort as an indicator for
comprehension. While our research design did not allow to
ascertain cue usage in an intentional way, the effect of mental
effort on metacomprehension is mediated by actual
comprehension. However, for learners learning with material
in a split attention format effort also seems to influence
metacomprehension, although it does seem less diagnostic for
comprehension. Thus, while these learners judge their
comprehension higher when exerting more effort, actual
comprehension was rather unfazed. Such mechanisms could
potentially lead to misjudgments and lower monitoring
accuracy, which may severely hamper self-regulated learning
attempts when making study decisions (Thiede et al., 2003;
Schnaubert and Bodemer, 2017). For learners using an active
integration format, mental effort was not significantly related to
metacomprehension. Due to the design providing feedback
during learning (explanation did only stick to correct places),
learners may have experienced their efforts being more or less
fruitful during the learning process. While this warrants further
investigation, feedback has previously been found to not only
correct faulty assumptions, but also metacognitive errors (e.g.,
Butler et al., 2008). The difference between the split attention and
active integration condition with regard to the effect of mental
effort was also confirmed by the post-hoc moderation analyses
which showed a significant effect of condition on the direct
relationship between mental effort and metacomprehension
(when the mediation effect was excluded). While these results
have to be treated with caution, it seems that multimedia design
may affect the relationship between mental effort invested and
metacomprehension reported.

Mental load is strongly connected to metacomprehension
under all conditions of learning material provided, and this
relationship is even higher than the one between
comprehension and metacomprehension. This may be an
indicator for learners using mental load as a cue for judging
their comprehension. While at least for active integration, a
significant part of this is mediated by comprehension, a large
portion of (negative) effect is unwarranted. Learners may

overestimate the negative effect of load on comprehension,
especially when learning with integrated, theoretically less
load-inducing multimedia learning material. Again, this
could lead to severe misjudgments and hamper self-regulated
learning.

4.3 Mental Load, Mental Effort and
Metacognition
Overall, these results show that mental load and mental effort are
distinct concepts related differently to metacomprehension and
should be studied in line with other cognitive experiences
regarded as cues for metacognitive judgments like ease-of-
processing or ease-of-retrieval (e.g., Benjamin and Bjork, 2014
see also Koriat and Ma’ayan, 2005). While the causal relationship
cautiously assumed in our models are based on theoretical
assumptions rather than experimental design, there is merit in
combining research on metacognition with the vast amount of
research regarding cognitive load and multimedia learning.
However, there are some conceptual issues that may need
specific attention when doing so (e.g., Sweller and Paas, 2017).
One of these is the perspective taken on the constructs involved.
Cognitive load research is mostly concerned with (working)
memory processes and resources. Thereby, cued self-report is
a means to gather information about cognitive processes
assuming these are not only accessible, but also transformable
to a given scale (for more detail, see Paas et al., 2008). This is
inherently different for metacognition research. Here, the
subjective view on cognitive constructs (like comprehension) is
not a measurement issue, but inherent in the concept (Nelson and
Narens, 1990; Nelson and Narens, 1994). Within metacognition
research, metacomprehension scales are not meant to measure
comprehension but an individual’s unique perception of their
own comprehension. What would a metacognitive view on
cognitive load look like? If we assume mental load and mental
effort to be directly accessible for learners (as assumed when using
self-report to measure it), is awareness of this as a metacognitive
construct just an epiphenomenon with no impact or does it
actually affect learning processes? Our research as well as other
current approaches viewing mental effort through a
metacognitive lens (e.g., Scheiter et al., 2020) suggest that
monitoring mental load and mental effort is more than just a
fall-out, but may actually be relevant for forming metacognitive
judgments. Although requiring further empirical research, in line
with the cyclic model of metacognitive regulation assumed in
metacognition theory (e.g., Nelson and Narens, 1990), this means
that learners may use this information to regulate their learning
processes, for example by exerting effort, allocating study time
and diverting attention. This brings us to another understudied
yet highly discussed question of how learners regulate mental
effort itself and how this may depend on their perception of
cognitive load (de Bruin and van Merriënboer, 2017; see also de
Bruin et al., 2020). Including multimedia research and building
on well-established multimedia design effects may help to
strategically design further studies to investigate not only how
perceived mental load and effort affect metacognitive judgments,
but how sensitive these relationships are to differences in
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diagnosticity of perceived mental load and effort for actual
learning gains.

While our research showed first connections between
perceived mental load, perceived mental effort, comprehension
and metacomprehension under various load-inducing design
conditions of multimedia learning material, there are several
open questions that need further discussion. First, while the
various effects under specific design conditions all need
replications with different material and substantial statistical
power to validly generalise the effects for more or less
demanding content, especially the results of active integration
seem puzzling. While the lack of beneficial effects of active
integration may have been due to learners not performing
mental activities while behaviorally integrating the material,
active integration as a means to induce productive learning
processes may also be more or less effective under various
conditions relating to the content or the learners. Although
within our sample, learners did not provide ratings indicative
of “overload”, it should be taken into consideration that these
productive learning processes that were attempted to be triggered
did not take place or were even hindered due to the complexity of
the task or low prior knowledge (prior knowledge was rated quite
low within our sample, see Section 2.1). As with other
multimedia effects (e.g., imagination effect; Lin et al., 2017),
there could be reversed effects depending on prior knowledge
(i.e., expertise reversal; Kalyuga, 2007) and thus, prior knowledge
should be taken into consideration in further studies. Second,
other interindividual differences may need to be considered as
well. Cue utilization theory does not make specific assumptions
about interindividual differences, but research has found that not
all learners use the same cues. Although self-reported cue use
needs to be viewed with caution, Thiede and colleagues (2010),
for example, found especially high-risk readers reported using
more surface level cues (i.e., relating to surface properties of a
text) than typical readers. This strengthens the notion that not
only do learners vary in their cue use, but also that this may be
trainable (Wiley et al., 2016). A current meta-analysis found that
interventions supporting learners’ use of situation-model cues
(i.e., cues relating to the learners’ situation model constructed
during text comprehension; cf. Kintsch, 1994) positively and
considerably affect metacomprehension accuracy (Prinz et al.,
2020). While we were rather interested in how perceived mental
load and effort affected metacomprehension judgments under
various load-inducing conditions, a next step would be to assess
how this affects metacomprehension accuracy within students.

4.4 Limitations
As with all research, there are limitations to this study. First of all,
our sample size especially for the single mediation models was too
small to confirm smaller effects. While we can draw some
conclusions about the processes involved, a final verdict needs
careful replications of the found differences between the
conditions to confirm and potentially generalise the effects.
Additionally, we could not confirm differences in (perceived)
mental effort or mental load between conditions, which could be
due to incorrect assumptions about the relationship between
treatment and cognitive load (which is improbable for split

attention and the integrated format, but may hold true for the
less studied active integration format). However, it could also be
due to the assessment of load and effort, which may have been
invariant to more subtle changes, especially since it was measured
with a delay. However, the instrument had shown sensitivity to
instructional variations before (Krell, 2017) and we did find
expected (albeit rather small) relationships with
comprehension giving at least small indications of valid
assessment. Additionally, differences in how learners’ effort
and load was related to metacomprehension between
conditions indicate some sensitivity of the (perceived) mental
load and mental effort measurement to changes. While there are
other measures of cognitive load, we opted for the questionnaire
by Krell (2015), as it differentiates between mental load imposed
and effort deliberately invested, which are both central when
studying self-regulatory processes in multimedia learning. Due to
the intricate relationship between the requirements of a task and
regulatory processes by the learner, the relationship between
cognitive load and metacognition is a source for some debate
(e.g., de Bruin and vanMerriënboer, 2017; Seufert, 2020). Thus, it
seems vital to differentiate between material-induced mental load
and invested mental effort (see also Seufert, 2020) as the latter
may be regulated by learners (de Bruin et al., 2020) while the
former much more relies on the instructional design (although
both may affect each other). Further studies may put more focus
on the type of load imposed by the material and the reasons for
investing mental effort in the learning task to distinguish more or
less beneficial load conditions [see also discussion by Seufert
(2020)], possibly linking more active (effort) and more passive
(load) aspects of cognitive load to the assumed tripartite nature of
the cognitive load concept (see Klepsch and Seufert, 2021). As the
assessment (and structure) of cognitive load is subject to an
ongoing debate (see for example Kirschner et al., 2011), a
combination of multiple measures may prove useful, and while
objective measures may provide reliable information for
instructional design and multimedia research (e.g., Korbach
et al., 2017), subjective measures additionally provide insights
about subjective judgments of effort or load (Scheiter et al., 2020)
that are relevant when the aim is to understand how learners
themselves view their learning process and regulate their
behaviour. Additionally, various subjective measures focus on
different aspects of load and effort that may lead to very different
empirical results (e.g., elements of self-agency, Baars et al., 2020).

Rather than a limitation, a further open question concerns the
role of restricting study time on the results found. It is not
uncommon that multimedia effects are more pronounced
under conditions of system-paced time pressure (e.g., Rey
et al., 2019). While a defined time frame allowed us to
minimise effects of self-regulatory processes (i.e., study time
decisions) to affect comprehension and thus fostered
experimental scrutiny within our setup, Baars and colleagues’
(2020) meta-analysis found the (negative) relationship between
mental effort and monitoring judgments to diffuse under time
pressure. Following de Bruin and colleagues (2020)
argumentation, our setup could have reinforced a positive
interpretation of effort by fostering a more goal-driven
approach. Coupled with our use of a mental effort scale
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including elements of self-agency (see above), this may have
reinforced the positive association and may not be generalisable
to settings allowing for self-paced study.

Another limitation to be discussed are the potentially
incorrect assumptions about the use of the active integration
format. While we did assume learners to actively integrate the
material, which had previously been shown to be beneficial for
learning (e.g., Bodemer et al., 2004) and roughly 3/4 of learners
did manage to correctly assign the boxes, learners may have just
actively dragged and dropped the boxes without mentally
integrating the content (trial and error). Such mere
behavioural activity however (correctly placing the boxes) is
not in itself conducive to learning, but has to be accompanied by
cognitive activity (mentally connecting concepts and building
coherent mental representations) to show the assumed positive
effects (Mayer, 2001). Thus, apart from participants simply not
managing to integrate the information (See Section 4.1),
participants focussing on behavioural (versus cognitive)
activities may have contributed to the findings in our study
and explain why test performance was worst for the active
integration condition.

One further and central limitation of the study is that we
cannot rule out that further variables affect the found
relationships or that the direction of effect may be different
than assumed. While we based our model on theoretical
assumptions about (causal) processes, our empirical model
can only confirm the relationship rather than the
mechanisms involved. While we randomised participants’
allocation to experimental conditions and found differences
between metacomprehension ratings as a result, that does not
exclude the possibility that learners perceiving themselves as
more potent and therefore provide higher metacomprehension
ratings may have exerted more mental effort during learning
rather than using effort as a cue to judge their comprehension.
Further, additional variables may affect the found results. For
example, Zu and colleagues found that prior knowledge may
influence how learners respond to cognitive load items affecting
the factor structure (Zu et al., 2021), which may simultaneously
affect metacomprehension. Although the authors used a
different survey that was designed to measure the tripartite
nature of cognitive load, prior knowledge may have affected our
measures of cognitive and metacognitive processes as well.
While load imposed by the design of learning material may
be manipulated in experimental settings, disentangling
metacognitive monitoring and invested effort is harder to
accomplish as it is assumed learners actively regulate their
mental effort during learning (de Bruin and van
Merriënboer, 2017), but would give further insights into the
relationship between cognitive processes during multimedia
learning and metacognitive regulation. Directly manipulating
mental load and effort without running the risk of the
intervention affecting metacomprehension simultaneously
may be a hard to accomplish goal, but would be pertinent to
ascertain causality as implied by the theoretical model
assumptions underlying the cue utilization model proposed.
Additionally, while we decided upon the order of assessing our
variables with possible sequence effects in mind, we cannot fully

exclude possible interferences. For example, the motivational
questionnaire may have had unexpected effects when learners
judge their perceived competence or interest. Allowing for more
scrutiny, follow-up research may use within-subject variations
of multimedia-material, on-time measurements of effort and
load and additional metacognitive measures and explicitly test
for sequence effects or randomise the order of assessment to
provide further insights into how learners take variations of
multimedia design into account when monitoring their
comprehension during multimedia learning.

5 CONCLUSION

Our research suggests that the subjective perceptions of
mental load and mental effort are not epiphenomenons
only to be considered for assessment purposes, but that
these perceptions may impact learners’ self-regulatory
processes. Although it would be inappropriate to conclude
an intentional cue usage from the data collected in this study,
independent of the validity of the subjective measures
(i.e., their relation to actual mental load and mental effort),
experiences of mental load and invested effort may inform
learners and may be used as cues when making monitoring
judgments. As put by Nelson and Narens (1990, p .128): “A
system that monitors itself (even imperfectly) may use its own
introspections as input to alter the system’s behavior”. We
argue that while the validity of subjective measures may be a
major concern for research on cognitive load, the value of
information about the subjective experience of those
processes is underrated and warrants further empirical
(and possibly experimental) research. Thus, with validity of
assessments referring to interpretations and usage of scores
(Kane, 2013), a metacognitive perspective on cognitive load
shifts the focus from assessing cognitive processes to assessing
their subjective experience by learners (please note that the
term “experience” in this context refers to conscious
perceptions, but is also being used to differentiate passive
and active forms of load; e.g., Klepsch and Seufert, 2021). The
found relationships between perceived mental load, perceived
mental effort and metacomprehension indicate not only that
perceived mental load and effort are distinct concepts, but
that they may play an additional role for learning which
hinges on their subjective experience by learners. Although
the direction of effect cannot conclusively be established
within this study, a metacognitive view on cognitive load
has implications for the interpretation of subjective
measures of cognitive load. While studying the relationship
between subjective and objective measures of cognitive load
may be a matter of validating assessment strategies (e.g.,
Minkley et al., 2021), it also establishes a relationship
between cognitive processes and their idiosyncratic
experience. Applying Nelson and Narens’ view on
metacognition (Nelson and Narens, 1994), misalignment
between the two is a distortion providing insights into how
learners perceive their mental processes and may thus be
studied in terms of metacognitive accuracy. Thus, validly
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interpreting subjective measures needs to consider their
subjectivity explicitly while studying possible distortions.
Validity hinges on the interpretation of a score rather than
the score itself (e.g., Kane, 2013). Consequently, when
studying self-regulatory processes during (multimedia)
learning, carefully implementing subjective rating scales
may be more appropriate to capture the subjective
experience than physiological measures. While this does
not mean subjective rating scales may validly assess
experiences of effort and load per se and for example scale
characteristics (Ouwehand et al., 2021) or the framing with
regard to self-agency (Koriat, 2018) may influence results, it
stresses the need to differentiate between cognitive load and
their impact on learning processes and its subjective
experience, which may impact metacognitive regulation.
Our study provided some indications for the relevance of
experiences of mental load and effort for learning and thus
calls for a conceptual rather than methodological
differentiation between cognitive processing and their
idiosyncratic experience when research targets learning
regulation rather than working memory capacity.
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